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２．プログラム名称
夏期イギリス研修

３．渡航先国名 イギリス（ポーツマス）

４．派遣期間
2023 年 7 月 30 日（日）～ 
2023 年 8 月 27 日（日） 29 日間 

５．派遣先教育機関名 LSI Portsmouth 

６．参加学生数 22 名 

７．派遣目的

To deepen the participants’ understanding of British 
culture, lifestyle and language through a four-week 
period of study and homestay. 

８．派遣内容

Four weeks (80 hours) of classroom English language 
study, plus several fieldwork study trips to historical 
sites in Portsmouth and day trips to London and Bath. 
There were over 200 other international students from 
over 20 countries studying with our students, so they 
had many opportunities to learn about other cultures as 
well. 

９．成果

Students were generally satisfied with the level and 
quality of the teaching, and made improvements in their 
English ability. There were a few issues of attendance 
which were dealt with. 

１０．備考
Overall, a successful Study Tour. 

以上 



UK Study Tour Report

Please reflect on your time in the UK and answer the questions below. Please write
in English and explain each point clearly, using examples.

1. What cultural differences did you experience?

I experienced some cultural differences in the UK.
Especially, I thought about the UK's Vegan's menus and products. When I was in Japan, I
was unfamiliar with Veganism and Vegetarianism. However, I saw many Vegan's products
in supermarkets when I stayed in Portsmouth. Furthermore, one of my Spanish
classmates was a Vegan. When I went to a caffe with her, she checked Vegan's menu,
and she had a cup of tea with soy milk instead of normal milk. To be honest, I've never
tried Vegan products since I came to the UK. However, I sampled Vegan ice cream. It was
delicious. I was able to learn why people chose to become Vegans and Vegetarians. And,
I would like to find Vegan's products and menus in Japan.

2. What was the most important or interesting thing that you learned?

I thought I must enjoy my life when I finished this UK study tour.
Not only my host family but also my housemates and classmates are older than me, so
people have more experiences than me. Everyone told me a lot of their stories. It was so
interesting, and everyone taught me '' You are young, so you should try a lot of things''.
Thus, anyway, I would like to try to do a lot of things and I decided I must enjoy my life.

3. Do you think you have changed as a result of your time in the UK? If so, how?

My classmates already have jobs. However, they try to study English even if they are
busy. Thus, my classmates stimulate me to study English hard. And also, they know tons
of vocabulary. I would like to study 4 English skills everyday even if I'm tired. In particular, I
would like to learn 100 new vocabulary a day.

4. How would you like to apply what you have learned for your future?



I thought I liked interacting with a variety of people when I interacted with my host family,
housemates, and classmates. I was sure it was important for me to accept aspects of new
cultures when I would like to know a variety of people. I have never been to the language
lounge at NUFS. Thus, when I begin the new semester in September, I would like to go to
the language lounge at NUFS, and I would like to make new international friends.



UK Study Tour Report

Please reflect on your time in the UK and answer the questions below. Please write
in English and explain each point clearly, using examples.

1. What cultural differences did you experience?

I was the most surprised thing that is the accent of British. On the first day, I was so
confused about my host family’s pronunciation of everything. It was cultural differences for
me even though a little greeting such as “Okay” and “Today or Day”. There are very
significant differences between British and American English, not only in pronunciation but
also in expression and other aspects. Sometimes, My class teacher taught me that I use
American English many times. So I realized what I used and learned in Japan was
American English and that was the habit. From there, I practiced my British accent. It was
hard to get used to it, but gradually accepting it made everyday life such as at home and in
conversations with shopkeepers a little easier.

2. What was the most important or interesting thing that you learned?

When I took the class in LSI, I felt a different accent for each country's students. There
are many students from Saudi Arabia Spain, France, and so on in my class. They were
very habitual in the English they spoke, perhaps in relation to the mother tongue of their
respective countries. So I was so confused at first. But they are also English language
students and I often talk with them in class and learn various characteristics.
Finally, I could understand a little each accent of English through talking or
communicating with them. And there are so many brilliant experiences for me to know
each culture.

3. Do you think you have changed as a result of your time in the UK? If so, how?

LSI’s class is divided by student’s English level. So we can study English as suits our
level. It was so effective for me!! Because we were able to learn enough English grammar
and conversation without strain. It was also motivating to be able to talk about things if I
didn't understand and to feel free to talk to my classmates. And I wouldn’t be afraid of
mistakes in English.
That made me more active in studying English. Also, I would be more positive in
everything in my British life.

4. How would you like to apply what you have learned for your future?

What I have learned from living in the UK is that it is important to try everything. I thought it
would be useful to take action myself if I wanted to make the moment as fulfilling as
possible, whether it be training or studying abroad. I wanted to apply this ability to take
action in my future classes, club activities, and work to enrich my life even more.



UK Study Tour Report

Please reflect on your time in the UK and answer the questions below. Please write
in English and explain each point clearly, using examples.

1. What cultural differences did you experience?

- Most British people do not use a traffic light.
- Most cars in the UK are parallel parked.
- Almost every store I go to accepts card payments.
- Everyone goes to bed early, so at 10 pm the whole family members are back in the own
room.
- Unlike in Japan, many shops such as cafes or clothing stores close early. In addition,
some stores may not be open on Sundays.
- Due to high water bills, the homestay house only had a shower instead of a bathtub.

2. What was the most important or interesting thing that you learned?

What I learned the most important in this training was daily review. I had never learned
grammar or explained vocabulary in English. Firstly, I was confused and did not
understand the content of the class or a lot of vocabulary. However, I reviewed the day’s
class after every class and asked the teacher if I found some vocabulary that I did not
know or understand. I could get a lot of knowledge by continuing every day. Finally, I was
able to explain grammar or vocabulary in English better than when I started learning. In
addition, what I learned the most interesting was the presentation. I did a presentation in
English at my university before, but the presentation I gave in class was a little different
from previous ones. In one class, I created our own smartphone app from an SNS
perspective with my friends and promoted it to class members. Although we call it a
presentation, we do not use PowerPoint, but instead we create posters ourselves, write
our ideas on them, and use illustrations to convey our ideas. I was able to learn what other
students thought, and I gained the ability to think about how to explain in English on the
spot.

3. Do you think you have changed as a result of your time in the UK? If so, how?

Yes, I do.
I felt that if I did not speak up during class or group work, people would think I did not
understand the class content. I always felt that Japanese people tend to be reserved and
do not say much. I thought I could speak, but when I took my first LSI class, I realized that
I could not speak at all. I was very happy that I was able to express my opinion without
being shy and that other students sympathized with me. I felt that other students often
expressed their own opinions even if people interrupted the conversation, so I would like
to actively express my opinion in future university classes.

4. How would you like to apply what you have learned for your future?



Through this training, I would like to study abroad again in the future. To the end, I would
like to continue studying so that I can overcome what I felt that I was weak at during this
training and further develop what I felt I was good at. In addition, I would like to make good
use of the textbook and information provided by LSI. I am not good at reading news in
English, but I would like to read even short passages to learn vocabulary, grammar,
current events and so on.




